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Biologists at the Bacalar
Chico Marine Reserve
getting ready to release
a captured loggerhead
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Country Wide In-Water Sea Turtle Surveys
The Turtle Watch Program's 1st
Annual In-Water Sea Turtle Survey
is being conducted by biologists
working throughout Belize. This
portion of the Turtle Watch
Program is funded by the Gulf &
Caribbean Fisheries Institute and
their partners in the Small Grants
Fund.
The goal is to survey turtle
abundance at specific reef sites.
The methodology is simple - snorkel
the reef, look for turtles, attempt to
capture them, record all sightings,
and take measurements of those
captured, tag them and release
them.
Bacalar Chico Fisheries
Biologist Henry Brown attended an
In-Water Training Program in
Puerto Rico at the end of Oct 2011
and has been able to apply his new

skills immediately when he returned
the Belize. Henry and Hol Chan
biologist Kirah Forman lead the
Northern Marine Reserves surveys
in Bacalar Chico, Hol Chan and
Caye Caulker.
ECOMAR, SEA, TIDE & BAS
have also been conducting these
surveys throughout Belize. Once
completed the data will be
compared to that collected from
future years to monitor changes in
sea turtle activity in Belize.
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Henry Brown lear ned valuable lessons in the
in-water training workshop in Puerto Rico

Belize Fisheries Laws Prohibit the Harvest
of All Sea Turtles.

ECOMAR Website Newly Designed!
Visit www.ecomarbelize.org to
check out our newly designed
website! We have included all the
participants in our Adopt A Reef,
Adopt A Beach, and Coral Watch
programs along with photos and
descriptions! Also don’t miss
our brand new Donations page
if you would like to contribute to
one of our many programs but
cannot do so by participating
in any of the monitoring activities!

Adopt A Beach & Adopt A Reef Calendars
Two calendars have been prepared and will be sent
out to all participants in the Adopt A Beach & Adopt A
Reef programs to easily record sea turtle sightings on a
daily basis!
The Adopt A Beach Calendar has been designed to
record whether or not the beach was walked, whether
turtle tracks were sighted on the beach, and whether
there is a nest on the beach each day.
The Adopt A Reef Calendar has been designed to
record with ease the turtle sightings each day and
whether they were seen diving/snorkeling or whether
they were seen from the boat. With this calendar, you
simply mark down the type of turtle using a simple key
and the number of that turtle species that was spotted
on any particular day!

Sample Page from Adopt A Beach Calendar

Both calendars include an option to circle or cross
out the camera symbol if photos were taken of the
tracks, nest, or turtle.
At the end of the month, we simply ask the
participating organizations to fax or email ECOMAR
a copy of the calendar page so we can compile data
from all resorts each month for the Annual Belize Sea
Turtle Census!

Sample Page from Adopt A Reef Calendar

Adopted Beaches
Ambergis Caye

Reef ’s End Lodge

Athens Gate

South Water Caye

Azul Resort

Turneffe Flats

Bacalar Chico Marine Reserve

Corozal

Blue Tang Inn

Almond Tree Resort

Casa Dam

Bayside Guest House

Casa Tortuga Villa

Serenity Sands Bed & Breakfast

Caye Casa

Caye Caulker

El Pescador Lodge & Villas

Barefoot Beach Belize

Las Terrazas

Chila’s Cabin Newly Adopted!
Chila Trejo of Chila’s Cabin does not know if turtles nest on
their beach near the split in Caye Caulker but will begin
monitoring for nesting activity!

Mata Rocks Resort
SunBreeze Hotel & Suites

Costa Maya Beach Cabanas

The Turtleman’s House

Indigo Pearl

Hopkins
Lebeha Cabanas
Dorothy Petterson reported a possible hole dug by a nesting
turtle on November 21st, 2011 on their beachfront!
Jungle Jeanie by the Sea

Mara’s Place
Tree Tops Guesthouse
Tropical Oasis

Placencia Peninsula
Coconut Cottage
Colibri House
Green Parrot Beach Houses
Robert’s Grove Beach Resort
Villa Typsy Gecko

Offshore Cayes
Lighthouse Reef Atoll
Miller’s Landing Resort
Royal Belize Reception

if you have
Remember that even
tivity on
not seen any nesting ac
rtant to
your beach, it is impo
we know
report this to us so that
ring for
you have been monito
nesting activity!

Don’t forget to check ou
t the Adopted
Beaches page on the ne
w website to
see your listing!
http://www.ecomarbe
lize.org/
adopted-beaches.html
Be sure to let us know
if there are
any updates or signs of
nesting
turtles on your beach!

Thank you everyone for your support of the Adopt A Beach Program!

Update on Hope, Peace, & PACT-Serenity
Hope, Peace, and PACT-Serenity are three
hawksbill turtles being tracked from Belize with
satellite tags from Dr. Rimkis ofMarymount
University’s Hawksbill Hope. We have discussed
their program in previous newsletters and wanted
to give an update as to their whereabouts!
Hope is an adult hawksbill
that was released in July
and has now been
transmitting satellite points
to us for 141 days! Her last
transmitted data signal on
November 20th reports that
she continues to reside in
her foraging grounds on the
Belize Barrier Reef east of Gales Point.

In-Water Turtle Data
From the data we have received for 2011
thus far, we have had reports of a total of 69
sea turtle sightings in Belize.
Of these
sightings, 24 were Loggerhead turtles, 34 were
Hawksbill turtles, 7 were Green turtles, 1 was
an Olive Ridley turtle and 3 turtles observed
couldn’t be identified with certainty as a
specific species.
Of the 69 turtles observed, 6 of these
turtles were found as strandings either floating
on the surface of the water or washed up on
the beach. From a comprehensive database of
over 170 dives, we have found that sea turtles
are spotted on approximately 22% of all dives
completed in Belize.

After 106 days, Peace
transmitted her last signal
on October 30th 2011.
Her last signal was
transmitted from an
area southeast of
Dangriga.
PACT Serenity still
has signal transmitting,
however because of the
small area that the signal
has travelled, we believe
that the satellite tag likely
fell off and is simply being
washed in ashore by the waves.
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We are still receiving data from volunteers and
will continue to add to our database for the
remainder of the year! Look for more updates to
our database in the future!
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